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1 Introduction: Problem statement001

Social media like Twitter, Facebook, and TikTok002

are playing a more and more important role in mod-003

ern society. Millions of messages are posted on004

these platforms every day. People share their feel-005

ings, their experiences, and their attitudes in the006

posts. Thus, these posts contain a huge amount of007

information on almost every aspect of social life.008

For instance, when one shares his opinion about009

some political event, we can look at the upvote ratio010

and others’ comments on this post to decide how011

people think about this event. In addition, from012

another perspective, we can extract a large number013

of posts with some specific tag and analyze the gen-014

eral feelings expressed in these posts. From this,015

we can potentially learn about how most people016

feel about the event related to the tag.017

Our objective is to analyze the public’s attitudes018

or feelings toward some events based on Twitter019

posts. Yet human is not capable of handling this020

task due to the large number of posts uploaded.021

Therefore, we would like to propose a machine-022

learning approach to this task. In natural language023

processing, a popular field called sentiment anal-024

ysis is an intellectual process of extricating users’025

feelings and emotions(Devika et al., 2016). Sen-026

timent analysis using machine learning models is027

an appropriate approach for our objective in that it028

can detect feelings with high accuracy and is much029

faster compared with humans. Besides, we will030

develop some custom metrics, which possibly take031

the number of likes, retweets, and comments into032

consideration to measure whether people support033

the opinion expressed in some posts. Combining034

the two methods, we should be able to tell how035

people feel about some event.036

In addition, as a classification problem, a number037

of different methods can be used to process the038

posts. We will train different models. We are also039
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interested in how these models treat the data or in 040

other words, which words in a post contribute the 041

most to the prediction. Extracting these important 042

words can give us a basic grasp of how the models 043

work. More importantly, these words are highly 044

likely to be relevant to the expression of people’s 045

feelings or attitudes. Therefore we can learn more 046

information from the posts. 047

In summary, we aim to propose a machine learn- 048

ing approach to systemically analyze the public’s 049

attitudes towards some events based on Twitter 050

posts and use a model explainer to learn some key- 051

words which express the corresponding attitudes. 052

2 Related Work 053

Sentiment analysis has gained widespread accep- 054

tance in recent years, not just among researchers 055

but also among businesses, governments, and orga- 056

nizations. 057

• In 2020, Sujata Rani and Parteek Kumar 058

proposed an aspect-based sentiment analysis 059

using dependency parsing(Rani and Kumar, 060

2021). They assign a separate sentiment to- 061

wards the different aspects of a sentence (By 062

generating a dependency graph, they assign 063

the sentiment to an aspect having a minimum 064

distance), as well as evaluate the overall senti- 065

ment expressed in a sentence. 066

• There are also sentiment analysis projects fo- 067

cusing on Twitter, for example, MonkeyLearn 068

is a very famous and effective machine learn- 069

ing platform that is widely used by many com- 070

panies and organizations. 071

For the prediction of “the degree of approval”, 072

there have been several previous works involving 073

supervised learning tasks on Reddit data, specifi- 074

cally with predicting Reddit post popularity (num- 075

ber of upvotes - downvotes of a post). 076
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• (Segall and Zamoshchin, 2012) studied the077

prediction of net upvote ratio both as a multi-078

class classification problem where the possi-079

ble range of upvotes is and a regression prob-080

lem. The study used a random sample of over081

2 million Reddit posts, and used features in-082

cluding title and text embedded using TF-IDF,083

author, time created, and whether the post is084

marked as "over 18". The study tried sev-085

eral techniques, including naive Bayes and086

multi-class SVM for classification, and linear087

regression for regression.088

• (Shuaibi, 2019) also studied the prediction of089

net upvote ratio, focusing mainly on regres-090

sion techniques. The study only utilized the091

title of each post as the only textual feature092

and utilized other features like the number093

of comments and whether the post was given094

any Reddit rewards. The study also used engi-095

neered features such as the length of the title096

and the sentiment of the title. Three regression097

models were trained on posts across several098

subreddits from the first 6 months of 2018,099

including linear regression, KNN regression,100

and random forest regression.101

3 Approach102

Our work mainly consisted of two parts: first, we103

trained our sentiment analysis model to predict the104

emotion of each tweet; second, we defined a new105

metric "degree of approval" and trained a model to106

predict that value for each tweet.107

3.1 Sentiment Analysis108

Although a lot of previous works did a really good109

job on sentiment analysis and got very powerful110

models, most of them just get a high accuracy re-111

sult and did not explore further why their model112

makes such predictions.113

Therefore, we not only train sentiment analysis114

models to get the predictions but also visualize the115

result and learn which words contribute most to the116

model’s result.117

We propose a system that first gets a keyword and118

loads relevant tweets through Twitter API, and then119

uses a trained sentiment analysis layer to make the120

classification predictions on those tweets. Besides,121

it puts the data and the trained model into a model122

explainer layer, which will give us statistical de-123

tails about how the model makes such predictions.124

Through this architecture (shown in Figure 1), we125

can not only predict the sentiment of each tweet but 126

also see how many contributions each word makes 127

towards that classification. 128

Figure 1: System architecture

129

3.1.1 Data Collection and Preprossing 130

The training data we used in the sentiment analysis 131

layer is the “Twitter Sentiment Analysis” dataset 132

from Kaggle. It is a collection of approximately 133

74000 tweets, and each has a manually assigned 134

sentiment label.

Figure 2: Kaggle’s Twitter Sentiment Analysis dataset

135

The raw data contains four labels: positive, neu- 136

tral, negative, and irrelevant; besides, the max 137

length of the tweet content is 957 while most of 138

the tweets have around 150 words. Therefore, we 139

need to do some data cleaning. First, we delete 140

all irrelevant data from the dataset. Then, we re- 141

move some too-long tweets to make a relatively 142

uniform distribution. Moreover, since there are 143

many unnecessary or meaningless words in tweets, 144

for example, people’s names, URLs, etc., we need 145

to remove them as well. After those preprocessing, 146

the dataset distributions are shown in Figure 2 and 147

Figure 3. 148

The data we use to evaluate is got through 149

Twitter API. We use Tweepy’s method 150
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Figure 3: Length distribution

Figure 4: Label distribution

search_recent_tweets(keyword) to get the151

most recent tweets which contain the keyword152

specified by us. This method is accessible to all153

users but the search period is limited to about one154

week from the current time. Fortunately, for most155

keywords, we are able to extract enough tweets we156

need using this method. After we get the tweets157

we want, we apply the same data cleaning process158

on those data to make sure they do not contain any159

meaningless words.160

3.1.2 Model161

We fine-tuned the pre-trained BERT and RoBERTa162

models for this task. BERT is a transformer-163

based machine-learning technique for natural lan-164

guage processing. It contains a variable num-165

ber of encoder layers and self-attention heads.166

RoBERTa builds on BERT’s language masking167

strategy, where the system learns to predict inten-168

tionally hidden sections of text within otherwise169

unannotated language examples. It modifies some170

key hyperparameters in BERT, including removing171

BERT’s next-sentence pretraining objective and172

training with much larger mini-batches and learn-173

ing rates. This allows RoBERTa to improve on174

the masked language modeling objective compared175

with BERT and leads to better downstream task176

performance.177

Figure 5: BERT architecture

3.1.3 Explainer Layer 178

To explain what our model learned from the 179

tweets, we use SHapley Additive exPlana- 180

tion(SHAP)(Lundberg and Lee, 2017) to quantify 181

the contribution that each word in the tweet brings 182

to the predicted emotion by our model. 183

By explaining the model’s results, we can gain 184

knowledge of how the data is processed by the 185

model and which part of a post contributes the 186

most to the final prediction. Moreover, we will ex- 187

tract some keywords that are most influential to the 188

prediction. We think that these words potentially 189

express the attitudes determined by our models. 190

For example, given a tweet "I feel so bad today", 191

the SHAP value of the word "bad" is calculated by: 192

SHAPbad(x0) =[1× (51)]
−1 ×MCbad,{bad}(x0)+

(1)
193

[2× (52)]
−1 ×MCbad,{so,bad}(x0)+

(2)
194

[2× (52)]
−1 ×MCbad,{bad,today}(x0)+

(3)
195

... (4) 196

3.1.4 Word Cloud Extraction 197

After the explainer layer, we get shap values for 198

each sentence. For a sentence of length l (l 199

words in the sentence), the shap values returned 200

by the explainer layer is a NumPy array of shape 201

(num_labels x l), where in our models, num_labels 202

= 3 (Positive, Neutral, and Negative). 203

Then we use the shap values to extract the word 204

cloud, which is a collection of words that has a top 205

impact on the model. We think such words summa- 206

rize the general sentiment about some keywords. 207

First, we extract a number of tweets about a key- 208

word using the method described in section 3.1.1. 209

Then we get shap values for every tweet. From 210

the shap values, we use two methods to extract the 211

word cloud. 212

Method one is to first take all shap values of a 213

specific label, such as "Positive". Then we take the 214
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average impact of all words and select the words215

with the highest impact. Basically, the word cloud216

got from this method contains words with positive217

and negative impacts on the target class because218

the impact is measured by the absolute value of the219

corresponding shap value.220

Method two is to first classify each sentence221

as positive, neutral, or negative using one of our222

trained models. Then for positive sentences, we223

take the word with the top positive impact on the224

positive class. For negative sentences, we take the225

word with the top negative impact on the negative226

class, and similarly for neutral sentences. We iter-227

ate through all sentences to get a bunch of words228

associated with each class. We then take the first229

twenty words with the highest frequency for each230

class to be our word cloud.231

3.2 Like Count Prediction232

For the second part, It is hard to get people’s at-233

titudes towards a tweet due to the limitation of234

Twitter API. So, instead of directly predicting how235

other people think of the tweet, we will focus on236

how many likes a tweet has. However, the like237

count cannot be the only metric for the attitude238

since it is easily influenced by other factors. We239

will use two approaches to predict the degree of240

approval towards the tweet:241

1. First, we treat it as a classification problem.242

We will set several thresholds for the like243

count we collected and divide it into three244

categories: normal, popular, and very popular.245

We then fine-tuned a pre-trained Bert model246

and add a linear output layer to classify the247

text.248

2. Second, we treat the problem as a regression249

problem. We will train a neural network to250

predict the degree of approval of the tweet.251

We first use the "all-mpnet-base-v2" model for252

sentence vector transformation, then we add253

several dense layers to learn the information254

of the sentence vectors. Finally, we add a255

dense linear layer as our regression layer.256

3.2.1 model257

Classification Task258

The Bert-Base-Case layer is a pre-trained Bert259

model which has 12 layers of transformer encoder.260

It will output a [*,768] feature vector. The Relu261

layer applies the Relu function to the computed262

results to avoid overfitting. The Linear Layer takes263

Figure 6: classification model architecture

a [*,768] vector as input and outputs a vector of 264

size [*,3]. The classification layer will choose the 265

highest score among the 3 classes and output the 266

predicted popularity classification. 267

Regression Task 268

The first layer is used for sentence embedding. 269

It converts each tweet into a 384-features vector if 270

we use the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model or generates a 271

768-features vector if we use the all-mpnet-base-v2 272

model. Then the vectors will be fed to the dense 273

layer for regression. We added a dropout layer after 274

each dense layer to avoid over-fitting and enhance 275

the generality of our model. After the dropout layer, 276

we also applied a Relu activation function which 277

can avoid linearity. The dense 1 layer outputs a 278

256 features vector, and the dense 2 layer outputs 279

a 128 features vector. Unlike the classification 280

task, the linear output layer maps to a scalar value 281

representing the like count of the input tweet. 282

3.2.2 Data Collection and Preprocessing 283

The dataset we used is the "Elon Musk Tweets 284

Dataset" from Kaggle. This dataset contains all the 285

tweets of Elon Musk and the average like count 286

is relatively large. This enables us to avoid deal- 287

ing with tweets whose like count is mostly 0 or 288

very small, and can hence facilitate the prediction. 289

What’s more, since all the data is from Elon Musk’s 290

tweets, we can focus on how his opinions are liked 291

by Twitter users and analyze which kind of senti- 292

ment is preferred. 293
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Figure 7: Regression model architecture

4 Evaluation294

4.1 Experiment setup295

Our models were trained on Great Lakes. We re-296

quested 47GB memory on partition spgpu. The297

training time was about two hours for our senti-298

ment analysis models. For the data we used for299

evaluation, we pulled 500 tweets related to the key-300

word "house of dragons" through Twitter API and301

apply both our sentiment analysis models and ex-302

plainers to these data. We extracted several words303

with strong emotions from the tweets and gener-304

ated the word cloud graph to analyze Twitter users’305

attitudes.306

4.2 Sentiment Analysis307

In this part, we will show the performance of the308

two sentiment models we trained. We will also pass309

the sentiment models into our SHAP explainer to310

show the visualization results. And we will show311

word clouds we extracted from Twitter using re-312

cent tweets. The word clouds will consist of some313

keywords which were identified as having strong314

emotional tendencies by our sentiment models.315

4.2.1 Model Performance316

We evaluated both models on our test set, which317

consists of 828 tweets unseen by our models. Be-318

Figure 8: Distribution of Number of Labels

fore evaluation, we extract tweets with "positive", 319

"neutral" and "negative" labels and leave out tweets 320

with other labels like "irrelevant". We also do some 321

data cleaning like lemmatization and removing 322

stopwords, punctuation, URLs, other users’ names, 323

and so on. The following table gives the accuracy 324

and the training epochs. 325

epochs accuracy
RoBERTa 15 96.25%
BERT 5 83.17%

Table 1: Model performance

Since our model predicts multiple labels for each 326

example, we also calculated the confusion matrix. 327

The results are also shown as follows. 328

Figure 9: Confusion Matrix of RoBERTa model

From the figure of the confusion matrix of the 329

RoBERTa model, we can see that the predictions on 330

the test set are almost balanced. And the RoBERTa 331

model performs pretty well on it; while the confu- 332

sion matrix of the BERT model shows that it might 333
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Figure 10: Confusion Matrix of Bert-based-uncased
model

have some bias that makes it tend to give "Positive"334

or "Negative" predictions when the true label is335

"Neutral".336

4.2.2 Explanation on one sentence337

To get a better idea of how our models process a338

sentence, we use SHAP to get a visualization of339

weights put on each word by our models. Some340

examples are shown as follows.341

Figure 11: Visualization of shap values on two sentences

From Figure.11, as our expectation, we see that342

the tweet "I feel so bad today" was identified as343

negative correctly. In this figure, the words’ con-344

tributions to the "Positive" label are shown. Red345

bars are positive contributions and blue bars are346

negative contributions. And the word "bad" was347

considered to have the greatest negative contribu-348

tion. For the tweet "I am excited to try something349

new", the word "excited" contributes most to the350

positive sentiment.351

4.2.3 Word Cloud Extraction352

In this section, we will show 4-word clouds ex-353

tracted by our models. The first two were extracted354

by the RoBERTa model using two methods intro-355

duced in section 3.1.4. The last two were extracted356

by the bert-based-uncased model using the same 357

two methods. The keyword is "house of dragons", 358

which is a popular series recently. We pulled 500 359

tweets from 2022-12-10 to 2022-12-14. All of the 360

words were extracted using the same data. 361

The following table shows some of the words we 362

extracted. These words have a positive contribution 363

to the "Positive" class so we expect them to be 364

affirmative. 365

Method Words

roberta + method 1
good, Looooooooooool,
shadwkinq, rewatching,
sherlock, but, finally

roberta + method 2

finally, love,
month, watching,
rewatching, hiphopmusic
, good

bert + method 1
greatest, finally,
use, considers, sd,
good, love

bert + method 2
go, peace, care,
thank, t, enjoyed
, watched

Table 2: Word clouds extracted by our models

In method 1, to see how important each word 366

selected is, we also visualized the shap values asso- 367

ciated with the words as shown in Figure.12. Simi- 368

larly in method 2, to learn the importance of each 369

word which is reflected by the frequency, we also 370

visualized it in a bar plot as shown in Figure.13. 371

Figure 12: Visualization of shap values on word cloud
(roberta + method 1)
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Figure 13: Visualization of frequency of words (roberta
+ method 2)

4.3 Like Count Prediction372

4.3.1 Regression Task373

We first define the following loss functions and374

metric functions:375

MAE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

|ŷi − yi|.376

377

MAPE =
1

n

n∑
i=1

| ŷi − yi
yi

| × 100%.378

We experimented on two different models and tried379

different loss functions and metrics. First, we set380

our loss function to be MAE (Mean Absolute Error)381

and metrics function to be MAPE (Mean Absolute382

Percentage Error) and the results are shown in Ta-383

ble 3.

model lr loss metric

all-mpnet-base-v2 10−5 1990.38 61.77%
all-MiniLM-L6-v2 10−5 1962.69 59.53%

Table 3: Results for MAE loss and MAPE metrics
384

We then set our loss function to be MAPE (Mean385

Absolute Percentage Error) and metrics function386

to be MAE (Mean Absolute Percentage Error) and387

the results are shown in Table 4388

model lr loss metric

all-mpnet-base-v2 10−5 48.18% 2282.67
all-MiniLM-L6-v2 10−5 47.83% 2275.53

Table 4: Results for MAPE loss and MAE metrics

4.3.2 Classification Task 389

We first classified the like count into three different 390

degrees of popularity 391

1. normal (like count < 5000) 392

2. popular (5000 < like count < 10000) 393

3. very popular (like count > 10000) 394

We used the cross-entropy loss as our loss function 395

and got the results shown in Table 5

Task lr epoch BS Acc

Classif. 10−6 30 256 68.6%
Classif. 10−6 30 128 68.3%
Classif. 10−5 30 256 66.9%

Table 5: Results for classification task
396

5 Discussion of Results 397

5.1 Sentiment Analysis 398

5.1.1 Data Cleaning 399

For data cleaning, in our system, we simply re- 400

move all the URLs and other usernames in tweets. 401

However, in a real scenario, those parts may con- 402

tain some emotional tendencies as well. Besides, 403

we did not handle some special things like emojis, 404

slang words, and misspellings, which frequently ap- 405

pear on Twitter and could definitely contain some 406

emotional tendencies. 407

5.1.2 Different Word Cloud Extraction 408

Methods 409

In this project, we introduce two different meth- 410

ods to generate our word clouds. From section 411

4.2.3, we observe that the word clouds generated 412

by different methods have a few words overlapped. 413

The reason is that method 1 will focus more on the 414

word’s contribution to one tweet; while method 2 415

considers the word’s impact on the whole keyword 416

tweets set. 417

For example, in our result, RoBERTa + method 418

1 gives word "Looooooooooool". Obviously, this 419

word shows strong positive emotion and is there- 420

fore extracted by method 1. However, this word 421

might only appear once in the "house of dragons" 422

tweets set. Therefore, it will not be shown in 423

method 2’s result. 424

We also observe a difference between word 425

clouds extracted by different models. Compar- 426

ing RoBERTa + method 1 and bert + method 1, 427
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the word cloud extracted by BERT contains more428

words that are neutral. For example, "use", "consid-429

ers" and "finally". We think this can be explained430

by Figure.10. As the BERT model tends to classify431

"Neutral" sentences as "Positive" and "Negative",432

we expect neutral words to have larger contribu-433

tions to the classification.434

5.1.3 Limitation of our method435

As is shown in Table.2, some of the words in word436

clouds are not exactly what we expect. First of all,437

some of the words cannot give us much information438

we would like to know. For example, the extracted439

words of RoBERTa + method 1 contain "but", and440

"finally". These two words are not very descriptive.441

In addition, the model often extracts meaningless442

words when using method 1. An example in Ta-443

ble.2 is "sd" extracted by BERT. Another limitation444

of our method is in the data collection part. We445

are not able to collect too many tweets without an446

academic API. Our word clouds shown in the Sec-447

tion.4 are extracted using 500 tweets, which is not a448

big number. And many of the tweets are classified449

as neutral, which means they have no contribution450

to the final result. We think more data will defi-451

nitely give us more meaningful words in the word452

cloud.453

5.2 Like Count Prediction454

5.2.1 Data Comparison455

Our first goal is to treat the task as a regression456

problem and predict the like count of each tweet.457

However, the results are far from satisfactory. As458

you can see in Table 3 and Table 4, we tried two459

different sentence vector transformation models460

and trained with two different loss functions: MAE461

and MAPE. The best MAE value is 1962.69 and462

the best MAPE value is 47.83%. Although the all-463

mpnet-base-v2 model is more complicated than the464

all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model and has more parameters,465

the all-MiniLM-L6-v2 model performs better. The466

reason might be that the all-mpnet-base-v2 model467

is overfitted to the training data and hence perform468

worse on the testing data.469

To improve our prediction model, we then decided470

to treat the task as a classification problem. We471

classified the like count into three different degrees472

of popularity and trained a model that predicts with473

68.6% accuracy. The reason that we cannot further474

improve the accuracy might be that cross-entropy475

loss is not the most appropriate loss function. In our476

experiment, a tweet with 4999 likes is considered477

normal and a tweet with 5001 likes is considered 478

popular. However, they actually have little differ- 479

ence. 480

5.2.2 Evaluation Metric 481

Another possible reason that affects our model’s 482

performance might be the evaluation metric of de- 483

gree of likeness. In this project, due to the limi- 484

tation of Twitter API, which does not allow us to 485

get too much information about a tweet, we only 486

use Likes count as our metric. However, the Likes 487

count does not only depend on the tweet itself but 488

is also influenced by many other factors, like how 489

many users see the tweet and whether the user who 490

posts the tweet is popular. 491

To further improve the performance of our mod- 492

els, we need to get more data for each tweet, re- 493

consider all those related factors and design a new 494

value metric for evaluation. 495

6 Conclusion 496

In this project, we propose a system that could 497

help people to analyze Twitter users’ attitudes to- 498

ward some keywords. We trained two sentiment 499

models and compared their performance. We also 500

applied SHAP explainer on both models and gener- 501

ated word clouds for the "house of dragons" tweets 502

set pulled through Twitter API. By giving the visu- 503

alized results, we can easily learn why people like 504

"house of dragons" and why they do not like it. 505

7 Division of Work 506

Our team consists of three members: Tianchen 507

Ye(@jackye), Ruipu Li(@liruipu), and Yuqi 508

Li(@liyuqi). In this project, we divided the whole 509

work into two parts: sentiment analysis and like 510

count prediction. For the sentiment analysis part, 511

Yuqi and Ruipu trained two different models and 512

put their models to the SHAP explainer to gen- 513

erate their own word clouds. For the second part 514

Like Count Prediction, Tianchen trained the models 515

through two different perspectives: classification 516

and regression. Finally, we evaluate our system 517

together on data pulled from Twitter. We combined 518

all the models and explainers together, compared 519

their performance, and figured out some potential 520

bias in each model. 521
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